Benjamin Greene – Written Testimony for Feb 23 Commission Meeting
Hello, and thank you for providing the public with an opportunity to give input regarding
Ohio’s congressional redistricting process. The redistricting process is undoubtedly a difficult
one and I admire the work that each commissioner has put in towards creating a map that serves
Ohio in the best way they see fit. I submitted a map to the commission on February 18, 2022 on
the public website and that is the map I will be discussing in this testimony. The email this
testimony is sent in contains files for the map so it can be viewed in greater detail. Below is an
image of the map in question:

I will provide a summary of my goals with the map overall and how it adheres to the
constitutional guidelines for a congressional map, and I will then provide a brief overview of
each district on a separate page to allow for the commission to only read the overview and
individual districts as needed.
Overall, the map contains fifteen districts, with every district either having a 0-person
deviation or a deviation within one person of the ideal population (786,631). Fourteen counties
are split, with no county being split more than once. The map struck down by the court contains
twelve split counties but splits two counties twice. 55 precincts/VTDs are split as well, compared
to 41 precinct splits in the original map. There is one black plurality district and an additional
black opportunity district. My main focus was on maintaining city boundaries, pairing similar
communities of interest, and creating competitive districts with a statewide balance that reflects
Ohio’s voting patterns.

According to Article XIX, Section 2 of the Ohio Constitution, a congressional map must:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Be compact
Be contiguous
Split cities large than a district in a manner which pairs like communities
Contain 65 counties entirely within districts, with no more than 18 splits,
and no more than 5 being split twice
v. Have districts that contain at least one whole county if possible

The map I am proposing adheres to all of Article XIX, Section 2. It has a compactness score of
0.4185 following the Reock measurement and 0.3472 following Polsby-Popper (compared to
scores of 0.3639 and 0.2815 on the struck down map). All districts are contiguous. The only
large city split is Columbus as it is larger than a district, and this map pairs like communities in
that instance. 74 counties are contained entirely within a district, and as mentioned previously,
14 are split, with none split more than once. Every district contains at least one whole county,
outside of district 9, which splits Lorain in order to prevent a city split in Cuyahoga.
Partisan wise, it contains four solid Democrat seats, seven solid Republican seats, three
competitive Democrat seats, and one competitive Republican seat, based off of the 2020
presidential election. Republicans on average would win 53.3% of the seats and Democrats
would win 46.7% of the seats. This level of proportionality is ideal and adheres precisely to the
court order while maintaining competitive seats for both parties. Democrats could win up to 8
seats and Republicans could win 11 or 12 seats, depending on the national environment. Most of
the competitive seats are Democrat ones, due to the partisan geography of the state and due to the
primary objective of meeting constitutional criteria.
I hope the commission will read this testimony and recognize the value in the map I am
proposing to them. It adheres to constitutional criteria and will pass court review due to its
proportionality and compliance. It is a clean, thoughtful map that Ohio citizens deserve.

With an overview provided, I will now go into individual districts.
OH-01

Ohio’s first district under this map is entirely within Hamilton County. It consists of Cincinnati
as well as most of its surrounding towns. It has a deviation of 0, and a black VAP of 26.2%. On a
partisan level, it is a solid Democrat seat, having only went Republican in the 2016 senate race.

OH-02

Ohio’s second district contains the remainder of Hamilton County as well as all of Butler and
Warren. It splits Clermont County, done so due to the prominence of the Cincinnati by-pass that
loops around the city. I wanted to have a seat that contains as much of the Cincinnati MSA
outside of the city as possible, and this seat achieves that. It has a deviation of 0, and a black
VAP of 6.3%. It is a solid Republican seat.

OH-03

Ohio’s 3rd district is contained entirely within Franklin County. It contains portions of the city of
Columbus and its surrounding suburb towns. It has a deviation of -1 and a black VAP of 33.9%.
It is a solid Democrat seat. I drew it intending for it to be minority access.

OH-04

Ohio’s 4th district contains 15 whole counties, with one split of Logan and Clark County. It is
intended as a seat which represents the very rural western and northwestern portion of Ohio. It
has a deviation of -1. It is a solid Republican seat and is the most Republican seat in the state.

OH-05

Ohio’s 5th district contains as much of the Toledo MSA as I was able to put in the seat. It
contains five whole counties and splits Seneca. It has a deviation of -1 and a black VAP of
12.9%. Partisan-wise, it is a Democrat-leaning competitive seat that voted under 3 points for the
Democrat presidential nominee in 2016 and 2020, and has seen a shift to the right in recent
years.

OH-06

Ohio’s 6th district focuses heavily on the Appalachian region and Steel Valley. It has ten whole
counties and splits Stark, Portage, and Tuscarawas. It has a deviation of 0 and a black VAP of
6.6%. It is a solid Republican seat, although Sherrod Brown came within five points of winning
it in his 2018 senatorial reelection victory.

OH-07

Ohio’s 7th district contains 11 whole counties as well as the rest of Logan and Seneca counties,
splitting Wayne and Lorain additionally. It serves as a seat to represent the less urbanized portion
of Ohio and it allows for a seat that is not dominated by the interests of the lake-bordering
region. It has a deviation of 1 and is a solid Republican seat.

OH-08

Ohio’s 8th district contains 7 whole counties as well as the rest of Wayne and Tuscarawas
counties, additionally splitting Perry County. It is largely like the 12th district on the struck down
map and attempts to maintain the same general communities of interest east of Columbus. It has
a deviation of 0 and is a solid Republican seat.

OH-09

Ohio’s 9th district contains the rest of Lorain County not found in OH-07 as well as part of
Cuyahoga County. While the Ohio constitution calls for districts to contain at least one whole
county, if possible, that is not possible for this district without splitting the town of Strongsville,
North Royalton, or Broadview Heights into OH-07. It makes more sense from a community and
regional point of view to keep these towns intact and to instead splits off the more rural southern
part of Lorain. It serves as a Cleveland suburb area seat that contains Cleveland’s west, more
white suburbs. It has a deviation of -1 and is a Democrat-leaning competitive seat.

OH-10

Ohio’s 10th district contains all of Montgomery and Greene counties as well as the more
urbanized portion of Clark County. It takes inspiration from the 10th district as seen on the struck
down map and serves as a Dayton-focused seat. It has a black VAP of 19.8% and a deviation of
1. It is a Republican-leaning competitive seat.

OH-11

Ohio’s 11th district is contained entirely within Cuyahoga County and focuses on the city of
Cleveland and its eastmost and more black suburbs. It has a deviation of -1 and a black VAP of
45.1%. It is also the most Democrat district in the state.

OH-12

Ohio’s 12th district contains the rest of Franklin County as well as all of Delaware County and
part of Madison County. It contains the westmost Columbus suburbs. It has a deviation of -1. It
is currently a solid Democrat seat due to partisan trends in the Columbus suburbs and Delaware
County, despite being within ten points in the 2018 gubernatorial race, within six points in the
2016 presidential race, within three points in the 2018 Attorney General race, and voting
Republican in the 2016 senate race. It does have some potential to be competitive with a strong
Republican candidate.

OH-13

Ohio’s 13th district contains all of Summit County and the urbanized portion of Stark County. It
is intended to link the cities of Akron and Canton, which share a commercial airport, I-77, and a
strong industrial tradition. It has a deviation of 1, with a black VAP of 13.7%. This district is a
Democrat-leaning competitive seat.

OH-14

Ohio’s 14th district contains all of Ashtabula, Lake, Geauga, and Trumbull County, as well as the
remainder of Portage County. It draws inspiration from the 14th district as seen in the struck
down map, but it does not take in any of Cuyahoga County. It has a deviation of 0 and is a solid
Republican seat, trending to the right, and only having been won by a Democrat in the 2018
senatorial race.

OH-15

Ohio’s 15th district focuses on the southernmost border of Ohio, containing 16 whole counties as
well as the remainders of Perry, Madison, and Clermont County. It provides a voice to SouthCentral Ohio and the Southeastern most part of the Appalachian region, again bearing many
similarities to the 15th district on the struck down map. It has a deviation of 1 and is a solid
Republican seat.

